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Product advantages
Automatic three vibrating plate counting and packaging machine is an advanced solution that
revolutionizes the packaging and counting processes for small parts. This machine offers a range of
benefits that enhance productivity, accuracy, and efficiency in manufacturing lines.

 

Precise counting - The vibrating plates ensure that the parts are counted accurately, minimizing the
risk of errors and waste.

 

Automated operation - The machine is fully automated, reducing the need for manual labor and
increasing efficiency.

 

User-friendly interface - The machine features an intuitive interface that makes it easy to use and
operate.

 

Compact design - The machine has a small footprint, making it easy to integrate into existing
manufacturing lines.

 

Versatile - The machine can handle a wide range of small parts, making it a versatile solution for



manufacturers.

 

Durable - The machine is built to last and withstand the demands of continuous use in manufacturing
environments.

 

Consistent output - The machine ensures consistent output, ensuring that each package contains the
correct number of parts.

 

Overall, automatic three vibrating plate counting and packaging machine is a reliable, efficient, and
versatile solution that can benefit manufacturers across a range of industries. With its high-speed
counting and packaging capabilities, precise counting, and automated operation, this machine can
enhance productivity, accuracy, and efficiency in manufacturing lines.

 

Product specification
 

Model DS-260LS
Packaging speed 30~60bags/min

Bag length 40~200mm
Bag width 50~130mm

Machine size 1100*755*1540mm(L*W*H)
Machine weight 300kg
Machine power 220V,50/60HZ,1.2KVA
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Dession has a professional team to provide customers with various packaging solutions. 
Fully understanding the needs of customers,engineers design the most suitable solution. 
We have our own processing and assembly workshop and quality inspection and debugging process
to ensure the quality of the machine. 
After acceptance by the customer, they are packed in international standard woodencases and
shipped. 
If customers have any questions during the use of the machine, we will answer them in time.

 

 

 

Upon receipt of payment , delivery date will be in 15-30 working days, By Air, by Sea or by Express
(DHL etc)

 



 

With professional after-sales service team, we can provide you with a satisfied and technical1.
service no matter which country you are in;
Any videos of packing machine installation, adjusting, setting, maintenance are available for2.
any buyer;
If you got any problem when using the machine and the videos can not help, our technician3.
will have video chatting with you to fix your problem;

(Notice: In order to save your cost, we offer various video chatting service for you, but if you insist
on the service oversea, the travel expense and technician cost will paid by you.)


